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consm 
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2 ‘Claims. (Cl. 215—38) 

This invention relates to a shrinkable seal, such as a 
band or a cap and to a method for the manufacture of 
such shrinkable seals for use on containers such as 
bottles. More particularly, the ‘invention relates to 
shrinkable bands and caps for bottles carrying an indicia 
bearing label, such as a Government tax stamp, over the 
bottle closure, and to improvements directed to enhancing 
the appearance of the said seal as well as the bottle neck, 
and to the process or method of applying it. 

Packaging of alcoholic liquors, such as wines, whiskeys, 
etc., in bottles, often requires a?ixing identifying labels. 
In many cases it is necessary that a Government tax 
stamp be applied over the bottle mouth or adjacent 
thereto. Government liquor stamps usually are in the 
form of a narrow strip which is adapted to be adhesively 
attached to the closure and to extend over the top of the 
bottle seal and extend downwardly from each side of 
the bottle neck. The stamp must be af?xed in a manner 
that the entire stamp be visible, also that the bottle 
cannot be opened without mutilation of the stamp. 

In actual practice a shrinkable seal. in the form of a 
cap or band of the so-called “viscose” type is placed over 
the bottle closure. The seal may be made opaque or it 
may be treated to render it opaque, and where placed 
over the stamp or label it will hold it in place and e?ec 
tively seal the container. A seal of the full opaque type, 
however, will obscure a part of the stamp in violation 
of certain regulations of the Government. 
The present invention relates speci?cally to that type 

of shrinkable seal which is either wholly transparent, or 
at least provided with a transparent portion, so that when 
the seal is applied properly over the mouth of a bottle, 
and the seal carries indicia in the form of a design or 
lettering, the indicia will be legible in its entirety. 

It has been the aim of seal manufacturers for a consid 
erable length of time to produce a bottle seal having real 
bright and shiny lettering or other indicia thereon. In 
some instances, a pigment material has been mixed with 
the viscose in an attempt to produce a bright and shiny 
seal. In still other instances, attempts have been made 
to print by means of gold leaf directly onto the viscose 
seal. The latter arrangement requires meticulous care, 
and the gold leaf is so expensive as to make it prohibi 
tive for commercial use on bottles. In cases where the 
so-called brightening pigment is used, the seal still looks 
dull and dead. 
The present invention, however, overcomes all the 

inherent disadvantages heretofore employed, and pro 
duces a seal which has extremely bright and shiny color 
ing at a very nominal low cost. The seal has printing 
thereon with a background applied to a container under 
the seal in an area covered by a part of the seal for 
displaying, labeling, and decorating the bottle neck or 
other item. A wide range of contrasting colored inks 
may be used on the seal together with a variety of colors 
and effects which are obtainable by the use of such back 
grounds as metal foil, glass, paints, papers, plastics, or 
any other suitable material. For example, the seals may 
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be made from transparent clear material, or a combina 
tion of pigmented and clear ?lm, and have the printing 
either in reversed design so that the printed design on 
the. lettering will show through in the color, whatever 
background was used, or it may be obtained by direct 
printing on transparent clear seals whereby the back 
ground colors would form a border for the printing, 
The seal of the present invention not only maintains 

the cork, or closure, in sealed condition, but also prints 
in overall reverse and then applies the printed seal over 
a metallic appearing sheet of foil, foil-paper or other 
highly bright material in contact with the bottle neck 
and underneath the band so that the clear lettering on. 
the reverse printed part of the seal will show through 
the transparent lettering, design or other indicia. 
The primary object of the present invention is the 

vprovision of newand decorative means to simulate the 
appearance of shiny bright pure gold, silver and the 
like, by placing a sheet of bright shiny'foil or foil-like 
material against the bottle beneath the overall reversely 
printed part of the seal so that the bright material will 
be seen through the indicia of the printed part of the 
seal. 
Another object consists in the provision of new and 

improved means which consists of arranging a sheet or 
strip of bright shiny foil or foil-like material beneath a 
reversely printed seal so that the clear printing or design 
surface on the seal will show through the seal and give 
the appearance of bright shiny gold, silver and the like, a 
printed directly on the exterior surface of the seal. 
A further object of the invention consists in the pro 

vision of new and improved method to simulate bright 
shiny lettering on a seal which consists in applying a 
sheet of foil or foil-like material against the neck of a 
bottle (particularly between the spaces where the Gov 
ernment stamp is applied) so that the clear printing on 
a reversely printed seal will show through the seal and 
simulate direct printing on the exterior surface of the 
seal. 1 

Numerous other objects and advantages will be appar 
ent throughout the progress of the speci?cation which 
is to follow. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate a certain selected 

embodiment of the invention, and the views therein are 
as follows: - 

Fig. l is a detail elevational view of the neck of a 
bottle to which the invention is applied. 

Fig. 2 is a detail expanded view of the improved seal, 
showing reverse printing on a side thereof. 

Fig. .3 is a detail perspective view of the seal in the 
form of a- band, and showing the same reverse printing 
prior to being expanded for application about the neck 
of a bottle. \ 

Fig. 4- is a detail perspective view of a strip or sheet of 
bright material, such as metal foil, paper foil and the 
like, which overlies the bottle and underlies the seal. 

Fig; 5 is the detail transverse sectional view on the 
line 5-5 of Fig. 1. ' r 

Fig. ‘6 is the detail transverse sectional view on the 
line 6—6 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 7 is a detail longitudinal sectional viewsthrough, ; 
the neck of a bottle on’ the' line 7-7 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 7 but positioned ninety 
degrees therefrom on the line 8—-8. of Fig. 5, and 

Fig. 9 is a detail transverse sectional view on the line 
9-9 of Fig. 1. 
The particular construction herein shown for the pur 

pose of illustrating the invention comprises a seal 1 which 
is adapted to be applied over the neck 2 of a bottle. 
The seal 1 is shown as being a band, and has the usual 
shrinkable characteristics inherent to regenerated vis 
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cose‘.‘ The seal 'is not only to decorate the neck of the 
bottle,‘ but'al'so'to'as‘sist in sealing the bottle'closure 
cap or cork 3 so that should any tampering be done, 
it would be apparent by the breakage of the seal. 
vThe seal 11 "is reversely printed on asurfacethereof, 

as ‘indicated at~ 4, Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and includes a design 
S‘and‘lettering 6,‘ 6 showing through in clear form. The 
reversely printed part 4 can be any suitable color, while 
the design 5 and letteringv 6 is clear. The reversely 
printed part 4 is' such that normallyit will be defined 
between the vertical border lines 7, 7,’ Fig. 3. The width 
of the'printed part normally will not-exceed the space be 
tween the opposed side edges of a Government or In 
ternal Revenue stamp 8." The part 9'of the seal, at the 
rear of the bottle neck. may also be clear, although it 
may be opaque, if desired, or it may be also reversely 
printed‘similar to the reversely printed part 4 on the 
front. Thepart 9, if "opaque, would normally be de 
?ned by'vertical edges '10, 10,‘ whereby the space be 
tween‘the‘vertical edges 10 and 7 would be left clear, as 
indicated in 11, Figs‘. 1 and 2, so as to show the Govern 
ment stamp 8 therethrough. 
Inasmuchas the contents of the bottle is usually dark, 

or‘ relatively so, there would be no sharp contrast be 
tween the reversely printed portion. 4 and the clear de 
sign 5'or lettering 6, particularly’where the seal or band 
itself is dyed or printed in darker tones. Also, in cases 
where the liquid is of a dark amber color, and should 
the printed part 4 of the seal be of a brown or amber 
color, there would be no contrast; and the design and 
the printing would not be seen readily, or at least not 
be easily observed. It is, therefore, desirable, that re~ 
gardless of the color that the part 4 may have, the indicia 
5 and 6'should stand out sharply. The sharp clear design 
and lettering is‘ accomplished‘by providing a piece of 
bright shiny foil, or foil-like material, arranged between 
the bottle neck and the seal so as to show the indicia 
clearly and brightly. Therefore, the invention con 
templates the application of a sheet of bright colored 
material, such'as foil, whether it be metal foil or paper 
foil or'other bright and shiny material 13, Fig. 4. 
The size of the sheet or underlay material 13 is of a 

width substantially equal to the distance between the 
vertical edges 7, 7 so that‘ when it is arranged in place, 
it will not cover the Government seal. It is not neces 
sary, however, that the side edges of the material 13 
be equal to the space between the lines 7, 7 but it should 
be positioned so that the underlying ‘sheet '13 is of suf 
ficient width to underly all the lettering 6 and design 5 
on the printed part 4 of the seal 1. The vertical length 
of the material 13 ‘may extend'from a point adjacent 
the- top edge of‘the bottle to a point low ‘enough not to 
extend beyond 'the'bottom of the seal 1. The length 
of the material 13, therefore, need be no longer than a 
distance slightly above the design 5, Fig. 3, as indicated 
at 14, nor below the bottom edge of the lower lettering 
6, as indicated at 15, Fig. 3. 
Thematerial 13 may have an" adhesive applied to its 

inner surface 16, Fig. 4, and this adhesive surface may 
be stuck to the outer surface of the bottle at a point be 
tween ‘the vertical defining lines 7, 7. Therefore, when 
the seal 1 is applied over the neck 2 of the bottle, the 
Government stamp 8 will show through the clear part 
between the lines 7 and 10, and the clear. designS and 
lettering 6 will show through the inked part 4. The 
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clear indicia 5 and 6 will show up bright and shiny in 
contrast‘ to the printed puart 4 because ‘the material‘ 13 
will show therethrough, and thereby simulate pure gold, 
or silver or other like colored lettering and designs there 
on, giving an appearance that the indicia is pure gold or 
other color, such as silver, printed directly on the outer 
surface of the seal. 

Gold and. silver are thehardest colors to simulate, 
therefore, it has been found that the application of a 
foil, or foil-like material, having a real bright shiny 
surface will show through the clear design and lettering 
portion of the reversely printed part of the seal, and 
give an extremely highly ornamental appearance to the 
neck of the bottle, with full, clear, bright and shiny 
lettering or designs, or both.‘ 
The invention, therefore, provides for the positioning 

of a sheet of bright shiny material underneath the printed 
part ofthe seal, and between the vertical side edges of 
the ‘Government stamp so as to produce clear bright 
shiny ‘contrasting lettering through that part of the seal 
having the lettering and design on the reversely printed 
seal, making the seal highly attractive and ornamental, 
with indicia which is readily visible. 

Changes may be made in the form, construction and 
arrangement of the parts, and the method may be varied 
within‘ certainlimits, without‘departing from the spirit 
of the invention or sacrificing any of its advantages, and 
the‘ right is hereby made to make all such changes as 
fall within‘ the scope of the following claims. 
The invention is hereby claimed as follows: 
1.‘ The method of simulating or depicting highly 

bright, shiny glossy lettering on a surface of a shrink 
able seal, such as a band having a clear transparent part, 
which consists in applying a sheet of bright shiny material 
onto the bottle neck between the adjacent marginal edges 
of the stamp on one’side of the bottle neck, reversely 
printing a part of the seal on at least one side of the seal 
to define clear transparent indicia, applying said seal over 
the bottle neck'with the indicia arranged over the shiny 
material so that all the clear transparent indicia of 
the seal will show the shiny, glossy bright material 
therethrough. 

2. In combination with a bottle having a neck and a 
closurethereon, a stamp extending upwardly along one 
side of the neck across the top of the closure and down 
wardly along the opposite side of the neck, a shrinkable 
open-ended tubular seal arranged over the neck and 
closure, said seal having ‘a clear transparent portion at 
each-side thereof overlying said stamp and having reverse 
printing thereon between the top and bottom edges of 
the seal and'on at least'one side of theseal between the 
clear transparent portions, said reverse printing defining 
clear transparent indicia, such as designs and lettering, 
and a-sheet' of bright shiny foil material arranged on 
the' neck between the adjacent vertical edges of the 
stamp and behind ‘the reversely printed portion of the 
seal so that the clear indicia will show the foil material 
therethrough and thus simulate bright‘shiny indicia on 
the'bottle neck. 
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